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Grevillea versicolor is a rare species of Grevillea found naturally only in one tiny area of the Northern Territory.
The fascinating story of this particular ?serendipitous?plant appears on page 6 of this newsletter. Photo: Neil
Wright.
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Club Activities
September meeting
AGM plus Beyond the Big 5: Biodiversity monitoring
in Kruger National Park
Summary South Africa?s Kruger National
Park is internationally renowned for its
spectacular diversity of large mammalian
herbivores and their predators, and this
attracts millions of tourists each year.
There has been a particular tourist pitch
towards viewing ?the big 5?(elephant,
rhinoceros, buffalo, lion and leopard),
which reflects the safari-hunting culture
that led to the establishment of the Park.
However, modern park management is
attempting to embrace biodiversity

Kruger National Park Photo by Alan Andersen

more generally, and is tackling the challenge of adding faunal monitoring to its vast
network of vegetation-monitoring plots. Given the challenges of sampling fauna
directly, it was planned to cover fauna through the use of habitat surrogates. This
presentation will describe a study that tests the reliability of such surrogates, with
very surprising results.
Biography Dr Andersen is a Professorial Fellow with Charles Darwin University, and
was previously a Chief Research Scientist with CSIRO, leading CSIRO?s Tropical
Ecosystems Research Centre in Darwin for 20 years. Dr Andersen?s has broad research
interests in the ecology of tropical savannas, but has particular expertise in the global
ecology of ant communities. He has a long association with Kruger National Park
relating to fire ecology and management, and to biodiversity monitoring.

NT Field Naturalists?Club 2017 Photographic
Competition
You should go into the Northern Territory Library and enjoy the exhibition of the
winning entries. There is also a very informative exhibition there on the explorer
Ludwig Leichardt. These events coincide with Science Week, Seniors Month and the
Darwin festival.
The names of all the prizewinners will be published in the next (October) issue of
Nature Territory.
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Spotlighting Activity at Fogg Dam
Be brave ? lather on the mosquito repellent ?
and join other Nature-Enthusiasts on an unusual
night encounter with unusual creatures!

Your informative Guide for this evening
activity is Tim Port er (Communit y Engagement
Of f icer, NT Parks & Wil dl if e) who will lead
attendees along safe pathways within the
Reserve.
*Please Note: Permission has been granted by NT Parks & Wildlife to conduct this
activity on the condition that no attendee walksalong the Dam wall during the
excursion.
ACTIVITY DETAILS
TIME: 7.00pm start
MEETING PLACE: The Rotunda (on the right - at the beginning of the Dam wall)
PARKING: Parking is available opposite the Rotunda (Suggestion: Organise a carpool
and create the opportunity to share knowledge and narratives? )
BRING: insect repellent; torch; water; long sleeves and long pants and hat - if necessary;
covered-in shoes.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Friends of Fogg Dam have created an interesting and useful
website if you wish to view fauna and flora lists as well as the history of the Reserve
prior to the night. www.foggdamfriends.org
If you have any queries, please contact Diana Lambert (NTFNC Secretary) on 0409 767
570. *Heather and Jeremy Boulden (Friends of Fogg Dam) have kindly offered their Eden
property for camping overnight after the activity. If you wish to do so, please contact them
prior to 16 September for further details on: eden@foggdam.com.au.

Fogg Dam. Photo supplied by Tony Sullivan.
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Help needed!
Parks and Wildlife have put considerable effort into eradicating Tree Sparrows from the
Muirhead area over the last 7 months. So far nearly 80 of the significant pest exotic
birds have been removed, however it is possible that a straggler or three may still be
present, to again start to breed up the population. As there are at best only a few birds
over a largish area it is difficult for one or two Rangers to find them. As such, Parks and
Wildlife are requesting the assistance of the Field Nats and other interested persons to
do a ?missing bird line search?through Muirhead to cover the whole suburb at once.
Date:

Saturday 9 September 2017.

Time:

08.00 hours.

Meeting Point:

Cnr Bridge Street and Changsha, see attached map. (park along
drainage zone).

Aim:

To spread out along Bridge Street and walk through Muirhead to
Lee Point Road.

Notice of the NTFNC's 2017
Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of the NT Field Naturalists' Club Inc. will be held at
7.45 pm n Wednsday 13 September in Function Room, Level 3, Buildin Red 1,
Casuarina Campus of Charles Darwin University.
YOUR CLUB NEEDS YOU!
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August Field Trip Report Walk along the Gurambai Trail
Report by Emma Noonan

On a beautiful dry season Sunday morning a group of about 30 people met at the north
end of the Gurambai Walk for an early morning stroll led by Lesley Alford and Michael
Schmid. The Gurambai walking trail is about 3.5km and is located at Darwin
International Airport. Gurambai is the Larrakia name for Rapid Creek and means ?elbow?
which refers to the shape of the creek at its mouth. It takes you alongside Rapid Creek,
which is Darwin?s only significant freshwater system and apparently flows all year but
can be down to a trickle by the end of the dry season.
We started at the north end of the walk and strolled through the woodland area
spotting Ironwood (Erythrophleum chlorostachys) and Fern-leafed Grevillea (Grevillea
pteridifolia). This area has benefitted from having had the area fenced off to stop the
illegal dumping of waste and rubbish into the bushland which was unfortunately an
issue thanks to thoughtless Darwin residents / businesses! It is encouraging to see the
hard work of many groups including the Rapid Creek Landcare Group paying off in this
area of regeneration.
Walking through the dew-drenched grass (yes we were up that early on a Sunday
morning!) we noticed the webs and burrows of the Wolf Spider (Lycosidae sp) but not
the spider itself I am happy to report.
We were then curious about the perfect ?drill holes?that appeared along the path and
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Tissa solved the mystery. They are made by a wingless cricket (Apterogryllus sp).
Apparently with the onset of the dry season, the ground is cooled which prompts the
crickets to burrow down making the holes we could see. The crickets will remain there
until the first rains of the build up ? I wonder if they realise they are missing such
wonderful weather, the Darwin Festival and so many other dry season benefits!
Then we sighted treehoppers and green ants together ? a mutualistic relationship. The
treehoppers provide a liquid which is consumed by the ants and in return the ants
provide protection to the treehoppers. And did you know that it is the juvenile Green
Ants that are the nest builders? This fact didn?t seem to impress the younger members
of the group but the older members were impressed, particularly since the juvenile
green ants seemed to be working so hard on a Sunday morning.
Lesley and Michael gave us an informative talk on the benefits of reducing weeds in the
area. They gave the talk at the ?Fire?information panel which someone had thoughtfully
burnt around which was purely coincidental we were assured! The weeds found in the
area include Gamba Grass (Andropogon gayanus) and both species of Mission Grass.
Lesley commented on the difficulty of distinguishing between weeds and some native
plants but says her knowledge and identification skills have grown as a result of the
weed eradication work. As you would be aware these weeds provide a great fuel load
for the fire and the hotter the fire the less chance of native seedlings. A lot of work has
been done in the area to reduce the amount of weeds and this has reduced the
coverage of a fire and allowed recruitment into fire ravaged areas by close by natives.
Walking along the path by the edge of the wetlands, the sides of the track provided a
number of flowering herbs ? identified
were the mauve flower (Osbeckia
australiana andMelastoma
malabathricum), violet Lindernia
species and yellow bladderwort
(Utricularia chrysanthra). The
Territory?s only Banksia species
(Banksia dentata) was also spotted in
the wetlands area although we had
missed it during its flowering season
which is apparently worth seeing.
Melastoma malabathricum. Photo supplied by

As we continued our walk a flowering
Tisa Ratnayeke
Terrestrial Mangrove provided some
discussion ? was the humming noise around the tree a bee or fly? The experts in the
group ruled that the pollination was being provided by flies ? probably both Hover
Flies (Syrphidae sp) and blowflies (Calliphoridae sp). Clearwing Swallowtail or ?big
greasy?(Cressida cressida) and a flower- shaking Carpenter Bee were also spotted.
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A highlight of the walk was watching a
Brown Honeyeater (Lichmera indistincta)
collecting a spider web and weaving it into
its partially built nest. Other birds spotted
were the Fig Bird (Sphecotheres vieilloti),
Rainbow Bee-eater, (Merops ornatus),
Mistletoebird (Dicaeum hirundinaceum),
Crimson Finches (Neochmia phaeton),
Double-barred Finches (Taeniopygia
bichenovii) and a Forest Kingfisher
(Todiramphus macleayii).

Brown Honeyeater Nest . Photo by Tisa Ratnayeke

We finished the walk at the weir down behind the Airport Resort which was in the
cool of the monsoon forest. After discussing the success of the weir in flood
mitigation and spotting some small fish, we all made our way back to the car park. We
had spent only a couple of hours along the Gurambai Trail but there is so much more
to explore and I know I will be back.
Thanks to Lesley and Michael for leading a very interesting and eye-opening outing ?
it is hard to believe that such a fascinating walking trail exists less than a kilometre
from the main airport runway.
PS. There is a very good birdwatching list for this area available and more information
on this and the walking trails is available at www.rapidcreek.org.au.

Upcoming Field Nat Activities
Oct ober Meet ing - Wed 11 - Birding Trip to Sri Lanka, Mike Jarvis
Oct ober Fiel d Trip - Sat 14 - Microbat Spotting - Damian Milne

November Meet ing - Wed 8 - Re-Introduction of Quolls to Kakadu Nat Park Chris Jolly
November Fiel d Trip - Sun 12 - Introduction to birding at Mary River Wilderness
Retreat - Diana Lambert

December Meet ing - Wed 13 - BushBlitz Trip to Bradshaw Station - Michael Hammer
December Fiel d Trip - Sun 17 - Christmas party - location to be confirmed
Nature Territory - August 2017
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My serendipitous Grevillea versicolor
By Richard Willan
In 1992, I planted a Norfolk Pine
(Araucaria heterophylla) on the nature strip
outside my house in Brinkin as a reminder
of the significance of these majestic
ancient Gondwanan gymnosperms and my
trips to Norfolk Island. The tree has grown
considerably over the years despite
annual decapitation by Corellas, and now
serves as a roosting/ lookout site for many
of the 70 species of birds I have recorded
from my garden.
Clearly these birds do more than
roost/ lookout from this tree. They poo too.
I discover all manner of (native and
non-native) seedlings popping up in the
rich loam under that tree; many of which
are potted up and duly planted out in the
landcare area of the Casuarina Coastal
Reserve.

Photograph showing growth form of the Grevillea
versicolor plant mentioned in this article. Note the
Brown Honeyeater feeding near the top.
Photo: Neil Wright.

Four years ago I spied a tiny seedling that
I had never seen before under this Norfolk
Pine. Its leaves were tough and prickly
like holly. Knowing it was something very special, I left it where it had germinated and
watched it grow. It grew and grew, so that it is now about 2.5 metres tall. Although a
shrub, its shape is erect and lanky like a sky rocket. Its leaves are leathery and
fan-shaped, and much paler green on the undersurface. All the leaves have (between
15 and 30) spines on the margin. The spines aren?t sharp enough to puncture a finger,
but they are a deterrent nonetheless. A photograph of the whole plant accompanies
this article.
Several expert botanists have identified my Grevillea as G. versicolor. There is no
common name for it. What is incredible, is that G. versicolor is known in the wild only
from the Narbalek area of the Arnhem Land escarpment. There has to be a parent tree
growing somewhere in Darwin?s northern suburbs, though I have never discovered it.
What bird transported this seed to my Norfolk Pine, either contained in its dung or
sticking onto its feathers, is a mystery.
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Grevillea versicolor is ranked as either ?Rare?or ?Near Threatened?in the wild in
different assessments of its status. It is not in cultivation.
Anyway, one day last week I got a great thrill to see its first-ever flowers glowing
golden in the setting sunlight. The flowers are surprisingly large (about 15 mm long)
and are remarkable in being grouped in a little ?flowering package?in the axil of the
leaves. These packages, which contain 1-3 flowers plus some tiny leaves, are
apparently highly unusual within the mega-diverse genus Grevillea. A photograph of
these flowers appears on the front page of this issue of Nature Territory.
There is one more serendipitous piece to the story of this special Greveillea versicolor
plant. As we were photographing the flowers for this article, a honeyeater boldly flitted
in for a late-afternoon sip of nectar. There was
time for just one photograph (enlarged
alongside). This honeyeater had a pale grey
head and a large creamy tuft behind its eye, so
I was unsure which species it was; to me it
resembled a Grey-headed Honeyeater
(Lichenostomus keatlandi) or a Grey-fronted
Honeyeater (Lichenostomus plumulus), which
would have been extraordinary records for
Darwin. I sent the photograph to several
expert ornithologists familiar with the birds of
Darwin and all agreed that it was just a male
Brown Honeyeater (Lichmera indistincta),
though paler than usual. Richard Noske
informed me that in the Top End, Brown
Honeyeaters show striking sexual dimorphism
in plumage colouration that is most noticeable
in the breeding season (which is now). The
male has a grey head like this one, and the
female has an olive crown and olive-yellow
throat.
Acknowledgements: Denise Goodfellow; Mike
Jarvis; Diana Lambert; David Liddle; Richard
Noske; Neil Wright.

Detail of the male Brown Honeyeater sipping
nectar from a flower. Photo: Neil Wright.

References : Flora of Australia online. Northern Territory Herbarium. (2013). FloraNT Northern Territory flora online. [Northern Territory] Department of Land Resource
Management. [Last accessed 17 August 2017]
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Bird of the month ? Rufous-banded Honeyeater
By Denise Lawungkurr Goodfellow
Bird: Rufous-banded Honeyeater (Conopophila
albogularis)
Order: Passeriformes
Famil y: Meliphagidae Size: 11 - 12 cm.
Descript ion
A small brown honeyeater with white underparts, a
yellow flash on the wing, a grey head, and, in the adult, a
rufous breast band. Rufous-banded Honeyeater is
common in Darwin and Palmerston gardens though less
so inland, where it is largely replaced by the closely
related Rufous-throated Honeyeater, (Conopophila rufogularis) In the wild it is found in
mangroves and coastal and subcoastal forest. Rufous-banded feeds not only on nectar
but also on invertebrates it finds in grass, herbs and on trees. It breeds mostly in the
Wet Season (October ? May), but nests have been found in the Dry Season as well. The
nest is an exquisite little purse-shaped structure of fine twigs and grass bound with
spiders?webs. The call is a cheerful ?swee..tu..ye..swee?. Where f ound: this species is
found in coastal and subcoastal Top End and also NE Queensland and New Guinea, and
the Aru Islands. Not es: A number of our small honeyeaters can be easily confused if
not seen clearly, or if they are immature birds, and this species is one example.
Immature Rufous-banded Honeyeater lacks the chest band and unless the head is seen
clearly can be mistaken for Brown Honeyeater, (Lichmera indistincta.) Brown
Honeyeater generally has a cream gape (except in breeding males when it is black) and
a pale mark behind the eye. It has a longer, finer bill than Rufous-banded. There are a
few clues to identification even if one cannot see the bird?s head, as is often the case
with foraging honeyeaters. The underside of Rufous-banded Honeyeater is always
pure white whereas that of Brown Honeyeater looks rather dirty by comparison.
Rufous-banded has a chrome-yellow flash on the flight feathers. Brown Honeyeater, by
comparison, has a diffuse lemon or lime wash on its flight feathers and tail.
When guiding these two species caused the most confusion among visiting birders and
to save time on a trip, we would spend an hour or so in my garden observing the two
before we set out.
Ref erences:
Goodfellow, D.L. & Stott, M.P. (2005). Birds of Australia?s Top End, Darwin: Scrubfowl
Press.
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Death of an Elder
By Denise Lawungkurr Goodfellow
Some months ago, a respected senior
Aboriginal man from western Arnhem Land
passed away. Mr Burrunali was my adopted
son, and as his only surviving mother (in the
tribal way), I had to attend his funeral on
12 August.
For many years, Djedje (meaning ?my child?)
Burrunali, and other Kunwinjku elders, had
struggled to look after their country as many of
Birdwatching class at Kudjekbinj. Photo:
their young people had left for town, and few
Reverend P. Nganjmirra
returned. But the birdwatching couples that
they met while staying at my home from 1984 onwards gave them hope. The elders
grew to like these people and the way they cared about wildlife. They thought that if
birdwatchers from afar could visit their country, then maybe the young people would
stay.
So in 1988, the elders asked if I would help them start a little tourism project on my
sister?s country, Kudjekbinj (Baby Dreaming). We named it the Baby Dreaming Project,
after the outstation. Kudjekbinj is among the most spectacular of outstations with its
high sandstone cliffs dotted with shady Allosyncarpia ternata, a tree endemic to the
Escarpment, and deep gorges, wetlands, and open forest. Kunwinjku people call
Kudjekbinj ?mother country?, the place of baby spirits and the mermaid spirits ? Yawk
Yawk ? that deliver them to parents. A place where all Bininj (western Top End people)
are thought to have evolved.
Djedje Burrunali, from Mamadewerrie Outstation next to Kudjekbinj, was involved
from the start. Knowing that visitors would be coming out, he, another son Reverend P.
Nganjmirra, and other elders, decided that they had to do all they could to make the
country safe for such visitors. So for the first time in seventeen years, they played their
father?s songline Blue-tongue Lizard Dreaming. They aimed their mako (meaning
?bamboo?) or didgeridoo through the smoke of an ironwood fire, in order to rid the
music of any bad spirits. They also declared, along with elders from several other
outstations that there would be no more hunting on their favourite billabong so that
passing birdwatchers could use it safely. The visitors?campsite at Kudjekbinj was set
among sandstone pillars and caves, their walls decorated with ancient paintings, some
of which I had never seen the like of anywhere else. Black Wallaroos and Short-eared
Rock Wallabies were relatively common near the campsite as were Rock Ringtail
Dragons (Ctenophorus caudisinctus) and several gecko species.
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Museum curators we took out there chased down the extremely fast dragons and
caught them with squid poles. We could have told them just to look for the lizards
under rocks on cool mornings! Banded Fruit-doves fed in a nearby Pouteria sericea, a
small tree belonging to the Sapotaceae that bears delicious fruit, and Chestnut-quilled
Rock-pigeons left their little three-toed prints everywhere in the sand.
Elsewhere, while working with the museum curators, I found a Northern Knob-tailed
Gecko (Nephrurus sheai), so large that when I first saw its head poking out from behind
a rock I thought it was a big Cane Toad! We took it to show Esther Managku, the senior
traditional owner. Yabok, meaning ?older sister?, exclaimed at its size, and then added,
grinning, ?but you should have seen its mother?!
My relatives knew their birds and other wildlife intimately. For example, it wasn?t
enough to call all finches Nin. They had to learn the English classification of different
species as well. These bird names came in handy culturally too, as we soon discovered.
A son, Jeremiah, was unable to say Wirriwirriyak when he saw that particular species of
bird, as that was his sister?s name. After a group discussion, he decided to use the bird?s
English name, White-bellied Cuckoo-shrike, as well as a Kunwinjku substitute that we
had also come up with. Elders had given me the Kunwinjku bird names documented in
Birds of Australia?s Top End and those of other fauna in an earlier publication, Fauna of
Kakadu and the Top End, and we used those books as texts. Hence my relatives were

Group photo of the deceased?s family at Kudjekbinj. Marlene, the deceased?s widow is next to Denise. The man
with the cap is Rodney, Denise?s stepgrandson and Marlene?s son-in-law. He is a dancer from Elcho Island.
Photo: Leighton de Barros.
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furthering their reading and English comprehension skills as well.
And traditional owners were very happy to see their language in print because they
gave the wider world a glimpse of the huge wildlife knowledge that they possessed.
When the request came for me to attend Djedje Burranali?s funeral: "Kamak mawah
come because you the last mum standing beside your two sister, the one always walk
with you?, I didn?t hesitate. At his graveside, I reiterated the old man?s hopes, asking the
hundreds of relatives present to work to protect the culture, the fauna and flora, their
country.
Fortunately, Djedje taught his children and grandchildren well, and they have mostly
stayed at Mamadewerrie, some actively protecting and working toward re-opening
Kudjekbinj. And there is more to be discovered; recently another relative, Conrad
Maralngurra, told me of the discovery of other fauna at the outstation that they didn?t
know were there.
The visitors to Kudjekbinj loved the people and the country. One little boy from
Sydney cried, not wanting to leave, until his sister comforted him by saying that when
they grew up they would return. I hope they do. I too will return next year, to help the
traditional owners look after the country. ?Mother country?, and its traditional owners
are too precious to be abandoned to weeds and buffalo.
J

Barkibong billabong at Kudjekbinj. Photo: Denise Lawungkurr Goodfellow
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Stop For a Chat: Research begins on Top End Endemic Bird

By Robin Leppitt
I inherited my love of birds from my father, who inherited his love of birds from his
father. Therefore, as a third generation birdwatcher, I have a lot of catching up to do if I
ever want to see as many birds as they did. I am however the first generation of
birdwatcher in my family to formalise the hobby, by starting a PhD up here at Charles
Darwin University. From Melbourne originally, I have spent considerable time in Darwin
visiting my sister, who has lived here for eight years. When a mutual friend suggested
there are excellent research opportunities with birds here in the Top End, I jumped at
the chance and got in contact with my present supervisor John Woinarski. Two years
after that phone call, I am one year into my PhD on The Conservation Ecology of the
Alligator Rivers Yellow Chat (Epthianura crocea tunneyi), a bird my dad has never seen
and my grandad never saw. Unfortunately, at this stage, neither have I!
The Alligator Rivers Yellow Chat is one of three subspecies of Yellow Chat, the other
two being the Inland Yellow Chat (Epthianura crocea crocea) and the Capricorn Yellow
Chat (Epthianura crocea macgregori). It lives on the floodplains of the major rivers east
of Darwin including the Adelaide (well, it hasn?t been seen there for a while), Mary and
Alligator Rivers and has been listed as endangered due to low population, number of
populations and small area of occupancy. Until recently, the subspecies?low profile has
left it relatively unknown to both the public and science, with very little research
resulting in a lack of ecological data. This began to change around two years ago when,
after some campaigning from my supervisors, the Alligator Rivers Yellow Chat was
included in 20 birds by 2020, a federal government initiative to identify the 20 bird
taxa most in need of conservation action. This provided the impetus for a PhD project,
which I gladly accepted.

Essentially, the aim of my PhD is to greatly increase the amount of ecological data we
have about the Chat to increase its chances of successful conservation. Land managers
are held responsible for the conservation of threatened species that inhabit the areas
they manage, but their job is made much harder when scientists can?t tell them how
many there are, where they are, what they eat and when/ where they breed, not to
mention what might be restricting their population (pigs? weeds?). Therefore, I aim to
provide them with such information. So far I?ve spent a considerable amount of time
getting my access permits and ethics sorted out, getting my project ?confirmed?by my
peers (they said that my project is too ambitious for one PhD project, I?ll show ?em!) and
now the floodplains are finally starting to dry out (the third biggest wet on record made
this take a little longer than usual) I?m finally getting stuck into fieldwork.
Nature Territory - August 2017
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Until it starts raining again, I will be scooting around the floodplains on a glorified golf
buggy (Polaris SxS) trying to find as many Chats as I can so I can finally get some data
rolling in about how these birds live, and so I can brag to Dad that I saw a bird that he
hasn?t. On top of this, I will be conducting vegetation quadrat surveys, feral animal
transects and hopefully, if time, weather and the Chats permit, I will mist-net some
individuals for genetic testing and banding. Over the course of the next three years I
hope to get a good idea of the current situation of the Alligator Rivers Yellow Chat, how
much help it needs and in what form that help should be. Early observations suggest
that the insane amount of vegetation damage caused by pig foraging is reducing the
amount of habitat available to the Chats, which is one manageable threat we can
control to make life easier. I have also heard anecdotally that previous hot spots for
Chats have been ruined by saltwater inundation, a product of climate change that is
significantly harder for us to control. Whatever the reason for the Chats decline, I hope
by the end of this PhD we can see some tangible change to the current downward trend
of this stunning yellow bird.

Would that we could fly and sing forever. Painting of Alligator Rivers Yellow Chat
(Epthianura crocea tunneyi) by Chips Mackinolty commissioned for the exhibition
?Our Feathered Friends: The Art of Birds? at Charles Darwin University Art Gallery,
2016. Inkjet on paper. Charles Darwin University Art Collection, CDU3107.
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Early Season Records for Adult Leichhardt's Grasshoppers
Petasida ephippigera

By Peter Holbery
The brightly coloured Leichhardt's Grasshopper (Petasida ephippigera) is a well known
Top End species. It is found in scattered localities north of 16º S in western and
northern Arnhem Land and the Victoria River District. Leichhardt's Grasshopper lives in
association with its foodplants,
especially shrubs of the genus
Pityrodia.

Although Leichhardt's
Grasshopper occurs throughout
the year, most records indicate
that it hatches early in the dry
season and matures by the
onset of the wet season.
Juveniles have been recorded
from May to November. Adults
Leichhardt's Grasshopper. Photo by featuredcreature.com.
usually occur from September
to April, although following the big wet season of 2010?2011 adults were recorded
from July (see Northern Territory Naturalist Number 23).
Because the 2016?2017 wet season also had high rainfall, it seemed possible that
Leichhardt?s Grasshoppers may have matured early in the current season. To check this
out, I visited sites in Kakadu National Park where the insect is known to occur,
Nourlangie Rock and near Gubara Pools. Unfortunately I was unable to visit during July,
but was able to visit in early August. The results were interesting.
At a site about 3km from Gubara Pools none of the grasshoppers were present,
although the foodplants are plentiful at that location. At Nourlangie Rock, a couple of
the sites also had none of the insects, even though they had been recorded at these
sites in the past.
Another site at Nourlangie Rock, which appears to be a stronghold of the species
because they have almost always been present whenever I have visited, had seventeen
adults present. Apart from a couple of shrubs containing two separate adults, each of
the grasshoppers was sitting singly, mainly on their foodplants. No juveniles were
evident at this site.
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About a kilometre from the main site is a gravelly hillside which, since my first visit in
2009, has always had healthy stands of Pityrodia spp., but where I have never seen any
Leichhardt?s Grasshoppers. At this location eight adults were present, again mostly
singly on the food plants apart from one pair where the male was hitching a ride on the
back of a female (a common grasshopper behaviour) and a shrub containing two
separate individuals. Also, no juveniles were found at this site.
It appears likely that the recent big wet season has resulted in Leichhardt?s
Grasshoppers maturing earlier than they would in an average year. It is especially
interesting to note the absence of any juveniles at this time. Normally juveniles would
be reasonably abundant during August. The vegetation generally appeared more lush
than normal for the time of year and at all of the sites has thickened up compared to
five years ago. I hope to monitor the sites over coming months to ascertain whether
any juveniles appear and to note any dispersal of adults to other locations.

...........................................................................................................................................................................

Interesting sighting
Thank you to John Westaway for
providing this twilight picture of a
Rufous Owl (Ninox rufa) The owl very
generously flew in and perched 4m
above John.
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